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“I’m a survivor of tax-funded torture, enslavement, human trafficking and mind control, 

including sexual abuse,” said a woman from California in a 2013 petition titled Request for a 

Congressional investigation, CIA mind-control of children. Petition · Request Congressional 

Investigation: CIA Mind-control of Children · Change.org “Two additional members of my 

immediate family are in recovery for these crimes including one who is still a minor. These 

programs must be stopped, corruption routed out of our government and nation, and the truth be 

revealed.” 

“I am a survivor with two terminal diagnoses that are a direct result from torture, electric-

shock, a receiver encased in my right sphenoid bone causing brain cells to die every day and 

drug experiments,” said another Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivor in the petition that requested an 

investigation of the US CIA’s mind-control program. “My country owes me truth and 

compensation!” 

Is the CIA torturing children in their Mind Control Program? Evidently since 1953 the CIA 

torture and human sacrifice of children has been going on in secret and even survived 1964 

Congressional Hearings on the subject – that were never allowed to be made public. Even videos 

of victim testimony at the hearings were scrubbed from the Internet. To this day we may never 

find out where the CIA $14.7 billion dollar per year Black Budget was being spent.  

Survivors of the government mind-control techniques say they don’t remember this extreme 

childhood abuse until many years after the events, making a quest for justice difficult.  

Were the CIA and FBI really that corrupt? Others thought so. On November 2013 CBS Face 

the Nation respected Watergate Scandal Journalist Bob Woodward claimed, “You run into this 

rat’s nest of concealment (by the FBI and CIA) then and now.”  

In 1953 the CIA imported Nazi mind-control experts from Hitler’s Germany for the purpose 

of developing “assassins and super spies.” The CIA program was found to have close ties to the 

International Satanic Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult run by the Vatican. Hitler was a fully paid 

up member – as were other Global and political Elites, both then and now. 

The CIA MKULTRA Mind Control Program utilized 149 subprojects and 33 related 

programs done in 80 US and Canadian institutions, including 44 colleges and universities. 

MKULTRA was composed of illegal human experimentation that centered on torturing the 

developing brains of children beginning even before birth to around age six. The torture, 

overseen by the victim’s “Handlers” continued throughout their lives. And, it didn’t just happen 
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in the US – the experiments on children were international in scope and utilized the power of 

Global Elites and the Ndrangheta Mafia. 

The wife of the Satanic Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult Ndrangheta Mafia boss 

Blijenburgh claimed in a hearing of the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels 

that, “By order of Dutch Queen Beatrix the Ndrangheta Mafia worked from 1960 through today 

organizing the murder, torture and rape of children of Netherlands youth detention centers. I 

have been taken to their ceremonies three times and seen a child killed each time.” 

In 1964 CIA Director Richard Helms claimed he shut down the MKULTRA Mind Control 

program. Survivor respondents to the 2007 Extreme Abuse Survey disagreed. There were 257 

who said secret government sponsored mind-control experiments were performed on them as 

children. Many were born after 1964. 

It was also found that in 1964 the Ninth Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult run by the Vatican 

was still in full swing. The ICLCJ International Court Judges ruled that on Oct. 10 1964 Queen 

Elizabeth and Prince Phillip took ten children, all around the age of ten, from the Catholic 

Kamloops native Residential School in British Columbia. Their parents haven’t seen them since. 

There were two eyewitnesses to the kidnapping who died of mysterious causes prior to their 

testimonies before the ICLCJ Court. 

A year later on June 21 1965 six year old’s Jenny Hill and Kathleen Shea were subjects of a 

Satanic Child Sacrifice of the CIA program. Being made to view or participate in the murder of 

children was a common mind-control method.  

Mind-control survivor Jenny Hill exposed her witness to Kathleen Shea’s murder in a Satanic 

Child Sacrifice Rite on June 21 1965 in Garden Grove California in her biography “Twenty Two 

Faces: Inside the Extraordinary Life of Jenny Hill and Her Twenty-Two Multiple Personalities.” 

Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

Hill’s and Shea’s Satanic rite was overseen by a infamous master mind-control programmer 

Dr. Green – the same Green discussed by Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivors in 1995 Congressional 

hearings on the subject. According to Hill’s biography’s foreword by Psychiatrist Colin A. Ross, 

MD, Green was brought into the US as part of the CIA’s 1950′s Operation Paperclip.  

By 1977 CIA Director Richard Helms had destroyed all CIA MKULTRA documents. A 

MKULTRA Survivor DeNicola named CIA Director Richard Helms as one of her childhood 

perpetrators during a 1977 Congressional Inquiry. The pending Congressional inquiry had 

prompted Helms to destroy all MKULTRA documents prior to his resignation.  

Even though in their testimonies before Congress Therapist Wolf and SRA Survivors 

DeNicola and Mullen pled for another Congressional investigation of the CIA program, none 
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was done, no charges were brought against anyone including Helms, and Congress voted not to 

release results of their inquiry. 
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